
We design, create and shape inspiring spaces 





We are Kidzink.
Our mission is to make classrooms look less like a boring office
and more a creative, inspiring space to engage students and
teachers alike. We design furniture and spaces that are all about
flexibility and adaptability, so the classroom can change and
evolve with the students' and teachers' needs.

We create dynamic and inspiring learning environments that
encourage creativity, collaboration, and innovation. We work
closely with educators and school administrators to make sure
the spaces and furniture we design are tailored to the specific
needs of the school.

From Koncept to Kreation, Kidzink provide a 360 degree project
service, and are the perfect company to make your school a
more fun and stimulating place to teach, learn and grow.



...and it all starts with a



The Koncept team are quite literally the dream team within Kidzink.
Whatever you dream of your space to be, they are there to bring your

dreams to life.

They balance their wealth of experience of designing educational spaces
along with curriculum focused learning of each specific school to make

spaces unique, inspiring and exciting for students and teachers alike.

Whatever your starting point, whether you're starting a school from
scratch, reworking an outdated space or just need to know how your spaces

can all work together, we can help you - from start to finish, because we
know and approach education like no other.



(Design+Furniture) x Pedagogy
=



...and then we get 



The Kreative team work hand in hand with Koncept, to refine the
projects, ensuring spaces and furniture are designed to maximise
curriculum and school pedagogy.

Every School is different, and the Kreative team help bring those
Koncepts to a reality. 

Whether it's designing new furniture pieces, or helping you to integrate
your branding through the school - we look at every important aspect
of your environment.



Our team have
designed 1000's of
creative spaces,
each one unique to
every school.





From Koncept to...



One of the most unique aspects of Kidzink is that we not only design
creative spaces and furniture, we manufacture our own furniture, right
here in Dubai!

In our dedicated Kreation space, our team of talented, hard-working
Kreators work to bring all of our innovations to life, becoming fabulous
furniture and installations.

Even better, not only do we manufacture sustainable, tactile and
downright beautiful furniture, our in- house procurement and logistics
experts will take care of all delivery planning and scheduling!

Think we're done? No! We take care of all installation with our
experienced installation team, and then switch into aftercare mode.
We like to think of our extensive furniture aftercare service as being a
bit like Kindergarten teachers. 

Like them…we’re here to hold your hand for as long as you need us to. 





...and then enter into the



At Kidzink, we're just like you and your teachers and students - we
want to learn, and impart our knowledge to educators too! 

In our Klassroom, we look at expanding our pedagogical knowledge,
and sharing many of our experiences as educators, designers and
architects. You'll find our founder Charlotte speaking at many events
about what we are learning and putting into practice every single day
for our clients.

Learning never stops and here at Kidzink we love to share that!
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The Team.
At Kidzink, we know that you need a great
team to create great things, so we have
brought together people that have excellent
experience across creative, design, education,
and operations to ensure we are the leaders in
educational design.

With over 100 specialist employees, here is the
leadership team that will work from first
Koncept through to your handover and
aftercare.

Charlotte Borghesi: Founder and Head of Creativity
Paolo Borghesi: Founder and Head of Operations
Richard Kenton-Page: Associate Director of Design
Jennifer Carswell: Associate Director in Customer Leadership
Dain Dominic: Associate Director of Architecture
Aksa Vadhariya: Associate Director in Customer Leadership
Namitha Girijan: Associate Director of KSA
Adam James: Associate Director of Marketing
Jeff Ivan: Associate Director of Operations
Zubeck Muhammed: Associate Director of Execution
Jenny Mollon: Director of Education
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We have some
amazing clients.
We would love you to be included on this list.
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Office 122, Block H, Al Ferdous 4
Al Safa First, Al Wasl Road.
Dubai United Arab Emirates

+971 50 5025 914

Dubai Head Office

kidzinkdesign.com

Al Noura, As Sahafah,
Riyadh 13321
Saudi Arabia

+966 55 191 7413

Riyadh Office


